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Abstract

The major purpose of the Water Futures & Solutions (WFaS) initiative is to develop a set of adaptable, resilient and robust solutions and a framework to facilitate access to and guidance through them by decision makers facing a variety of water-related challenges to sustainable development, and a set of optional pathways to achieve plausible sustainable development goals by 2050.

The WFaS Initiative addresses the multidimensional aspects of the water system and is guided by stakeholders representing these various aspects. The Initiative views freshwater systems as being strongly interwoven with human activities (Economy, Society) and Nature as a whole. Dynamics and health of freshwater systems is critical to human well-being. The Initiative will go beyond scenario production and model comparisons and will focus on exploring solutions and necessary innovations to address the growing water challenges. Solutions can be combinations of technological innovations, regulatory approaches, management or institutional changes that improve the balance of water supply and demand, improve water quality, or reduce water-related risks for society. Solutions will often be embedded in and cut across all sectors of social and economic activities. In order to represent the aspirations and interdependencies as described above, the conceptual framework has been developed, to be used both within the project and to communicate project results to the target audiences.

This document describes this conceptual framework that will be used:

- to support development of qualitative water scenarios
- to identify and select critical dimensions of the water scenarios
- to guide integration of scenarios with quantitative models
- to guide integration of information from various data sources into the scenarios
- to support development and assessment of solutions
- to support collaboration between project and stakeholder groups
- to facilitate presentation of results to target audiences

The WFaS conceptual framework is developed using the ‘concept maps’ technique (Cañas and Carff, 2005; Novak and Cañas, 2006b). Concept maps method was develop to represent knowledge in an organized way. It allows practitioners to represent concepts and specific relationships between concepts. It is flexible enough to adapt to different knowledge domains to support better understanding and communication between individuals and groups from different backgrounds.
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1 Introduction

The WFaS Initiative addresses the multidimensional aspects of the water system and is guided by stakeholders representing these various aspects. The Initiative views freshwater systems as being strongly interweaved with human activities (Economy, Society) and Nature as a whole. Dynamics and health of freshwater systems is critical to human well-being. The Initiative will go beyond scenario production and model comparisons and will focus on exploring solutions and necessary innovations to address the growing water challenges. Solutions can be combinations of technological innovations, regulatory approaches, management or institutional changes that improve the balance of water supply and demand, improve water quality, or reduce water-related risks for society. Solutions will often be embedded in and cut across all sectors of social and economic activities. In order to represent the aspirations and interdependencies as described above, the conceptual framework has been developed, to be used both within the project and to communicate project results to the target audiences.

This document describes this conceptual framework that will be used:

- to support development of qualitative water scenarios
- to identify and select critical dimensions of the water scenarios
- to guide integration of scenarios with quantitative models
- to guide integration of information from various data sources into the scenarios
- to support development and assessment of solutions
- to support collaboration between project and stakeholder groups
- to facilitate presentation of results to target audiences

2 Description of the Conceptual Framework

The framework visualizes (see Figure 1) Coupled Human-Natural Freshwater System as one face of a cube that is strongly interweaved with other face representing human activities (Economy, Society) and Nature as a whole. The dynamics of this complex Freshwater System is also critical to human well-being. The Water Futures & Solutions initiative will go beyond producing scenarios but will also provide solutions (another face) for the growing water crisis. Again, the solutions developed, will be embedded in social and economic activities but for conceptual clarity they are represented by a separate face. Any element belonging to the Coupled Human-Natural Freshwater System face belongs also to one of the areas of the third face: Nature, Society, Economy or Human Well-being. Any specific solution is at the same time a part of Freshwater System and one of the above mentioned areas on the third face.
The most important indicator of the Freshwater System is Water Security defined as “the availability of an acceptable quantity and quality of water for health, livelihoods, ecosystems and production, coupled with an acceptable level of water-related risks to people, environment and economies” [Grey and Sadoff, 2007]. Recently an alternative, but related, definition has been proposed for water security in terms of risk “a tolerable level of water-related risk to society” [Grey et al, 2013].

For the purposes of developing water scenarios, the driving forces and important outcomes considered to be the most dominant in determining the sustainability of the world water system within the time horizon of the exercise were grouped into a set of clusters each of them assigned to one of the components of Figure 1.

The multidimensional water system presented in Figure 1 is represented in a 2-dimensional space of Figure 2 with main drivers (Nature, Economy, and Society) at the bottom, freshwater systems dynamics and resulting outcomes in the middle and well-being embracing water security at the top. The diagram represents a systemic arrangement of drivers in the areas of Nature, Society and Economy, their relations to Freshwater Systems, and its contributions to Well-being. Water security, embracing ecosystems dimension, is a central criteria to assess the desirability of the scenarios and benefits of proposed solutions.
The framework is further expanded in Figure 3. It shows that Water Security is critical to a number of different dimensions of well-being (top box in Figure 3). The diagram also shows that water security and freshwater ecosystems health are exposed to a number of risks such as water shortage, floods, water pollution, and river and catchment disturbance resulting both from natural dynamics as well as alteration of freshwater systems by human activities. Freshwater resource dynamics and water use (withdrawals and consumption) is driven by a range of diverse factors grouped together in the areas of Nature, Economy and Society (only the major factors relevant for water scenarios are shown here). Each of the drivers in Figure 3 represents the entire cluster of factors that together with causal links between them can be further explored in order to link them with water and solutions variables. These clusters correspond to the groups of factors used in the IPPC-SSP narratives, too.

Freshwater Systems box in Figure 3 provides a focus on Dynamics and Use of Freshwater Resources that includes both natural dynamics of river systems and effects of human alterations. It encompasses different water uses (some of them resulting in return flows, some of them in consumptive uses). Natural Freshwater Resource Dynamics together augmented by water infrastructure determines water availability for different demands – both human (agriculture, energy, industry and household) as well as ecosystems (environmental flows requirements). In each of these sectors actual water use compared to demand determines potential water shortage. Actual water shortages depend also on water allocation. Overall freshwater system dynamics, including time and variability dimensions (within the year and between years) determines various threats for water security, that can be related to both shortage and excess of water as well as its quality. These threats when combined with specific vulnerabilities and existing solutions to tackle them (e.g. virtual water trade) can be used to
calculate water related risks. When combined with tolerable risk levels, that are different for different societies and groups, they provide a measure of Water Security [Grey et al, 2013].

A more detailed representation of freshwater resource dynamics and use as well as its links with driving forces are presented in the sub-diagrams (Figures 7 to 14).

Figure 3. Key drivers and causal links affecting water security. See the text for further explanation.

Solutions that will be developed in the project are located on the right side of Figures 2 and 3. One needs to remember that this two-dimensional view distorts to some extent the actual system – the specific faces of the cube (as shown in Figure 1) are actually ‘penetrating’ one another. For example ‘Policies and Institutions’ represented in the Society component, when analyzed from Water perspective, at the same time belongs to Freshwater Systems. Human Water Security is placed in one of the Freshwater Systems boxes although it is, at the same time a part of the Human Well-being. Similarly, Freshwater Ecosystem Health belongs also to Nature. Further, ‘Solutions’ that are depicted as a separate box will be placed in the specific
areas of Society, Economy, Nature, and Freshwater Systems, respectively. Arrows indicate causal relationships between factors. Note that although the diagram is arranged to show the progression from drivers at the bottom, to outcomes at the top, there are many reciprocal links (feedbacks) that contribute to the complex dynamics of the whole system. All factors discussed here are to some extent interlinked; thus, Figure 3 is clearly a prioritized simplification made for the purpose of clarity.

3 Hydro-economic conditions

All dimensions presented in the conceptual framework may have different values depending on specific situation of a region or a country. In order to avoid averaging on the global level, that may strongly distort future narratives, the scenarios will be developed for four different categories conditions that countries or regions belong to (Figure 4). The same global narrative may play out differently in different conditions: complexity and risk vs (water-related) investments in infrastructure, institutions and information [Grey et al, 2013].

![Four aqua-economic conditions differentiating global scenarios](image)

Biophysical conditions resulting in poor water availability and/or high within-year and between-years variability require much bigger effort to manage water resources effectively. Water-related investments are strongly correlated with economic welfare. Countries who happen to be in a high water complexity condition without adequate economic means for necessary investments often stay in water insecure trap preventing social and economic development.

4 Critical Dimensions

Critical dimensions are selected dimensions, representing system performance that will be used for evaluation of scenarios and solutions (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. Critical Dimensions for the evaluation of scenarios results.

They are primary quantifiable indicators of water security as well as its drivers and impacts. They show the risks or benefits to society of policy and management decisions. Dimensions in the Well-being and Freshwater Ecosystem Health boxes will be used to evaluate the desirability and sustainability of the scenarios. Dimensions in Freshwater Systems box provide water specific drivers that lead to water security or its lack. Dimensions contained in the Nature, Economy and Society boxes represent important and uncertain factors, and will be used to explore a range of possible futures. Such exploration is necessary to develop robust solutions that work in these futures. The critical dimensions, as represented on Figure 5 do not portrait all interactions between different factors (that is the purpose of the framework diagram in Figures 3 and 6-14). Instead they provide specific dimensions to span the spaces for exploration of uncertainties and evaluation.
5 The expanded view of Freshwater Systems

All the boxes in Figure 3 can be further expanded. Figure 6 presents expanded view of Freshwater Resources.

![The Conceptual Framework – expanded view of Freshwater Systems](image)

**Figure 6.** The Conceptual Framework – expanded view of Freshwater Systems

Freshwater Resource Dynamics is a key factor determining Available water resources that can be further increased by developing and maintaining water infrastructure such as dams, reservoirs, canals and irrigation systems. Available water resources can be decreased for the reason of inadequate water quality caused by pollution. The actual water supply (water use) is determined jointly by available water resources and water demand. Water demand (agriculture, energy, industry and households) is driven by developments in society and economy and needs to maintain environmental flows. It can be reduced by using efficient water technologies and appropriate water governance. Water use (withdrawals and consumption) is driven by the human activities that can be disaggregated into the categories used for water demand. The amount of water used in different sectors as well as water for ecosystems depends
strongly on water allocation determined by water governance or lack thereof. Water shortage may becomes a constraint on such human activities as economic development, production and human wellbeing. High rates of water use disturb freshwater dynamics, increase river pollution and lead to water shortage for people and ecosystems downstream. Most responses to water shortage in developed countries focused on water infrastructure development that improves human water security but leads to river and catchment disturbance and high maintenance costs. River and catchment disturbances driven by economic activities affect flood risk in multiple ways. On the one hand flood protection infrastructure (dikes and reservoirs – a part of water infrastructure) reduces flood risk for target population. But disruptions in freshwater dynamics caused by all types of water infrastructure do not neutralize flood risk completely but rather shifts it in time and space. Moreover false sense of security from engineered flood protection drives floodplain development eventually leading to higher flood damages and very high costs of water infrastructure maintenance. There is a clear need for alternative pathways to address pressing water security threats in many regions of the World without getting into the traps that already have been recognized.

The more detailed conceptualization of Freshwater Resources and Water Use is shown in Figure 7.

The determinants of water demand in specific subsectors are shown in figures 8, 9,10 and 11.
Pollution and water quality issues are shown in Figure 12.
River and Catchment Disturbance issues are shown in Figure 13.
Elements of Water Infrastructure are shown in Figure 14.

6 Freshwater Resource Dynamics and Water Use

The stock of freshwater in rivers, wetlands, lakes and reservoirs is supplied by runoff originating from rainfall and snowmelt. This stock is depleted naturally through outflow to the sea and evapotranspiration. The natural cycle which regularly replaces water in this stock is modified by human-induced water withdrawals. Part of the water withdrawn is consumed (consumptive use) for a variety of purposes. The remaining water forms a return flow, which may become contaminated. As water flows downstream it can be used repeatedly provided that its quality does not deteriorate below certain standards for particular water uses.
7 Determinants of Water Demand

Aggregated water demand contains domestic, agricultural, energy and industrial components and includes water demand for ecosystems. The method of determining water demand is taken from (Alcamo and Doll 2003a, 2003b), (Alcamo et al. 2000).

Figure 8. Determinants of domestic water demand.
Figure 9. Determinants of agricultural water demand
Figure 10. Determinants of energy water demand.
**Figure 11.** Determinants of industrial water demand.
Figure 12. Determinants of water quality.
9 River and Catchment Disturbance

Figure 13. River and Catchment Disturbance.
10 Water Infrastructure

Figure 14. Water Infrastructure.

11 Summary

Diverse conceptual models are regularly developed and used as a means transparently to simplify and generalize key features of the complex realities. Such models allow practitioners to thoughtfully communicate, deliberate over, and decide amid the uncertainty of a changing world. Conceptual modelling can be done with graphic tools such as diagrams, rich pictures, mind maps. They open the discussion of complex systems to include people who find verbal descriptions too long and complicated. Often a single model replaces pages of text required to describe all of the variables and their interactions. Systems thinking methodologies provide easily accessible graphic languages. These languages enable us carefully and transparently to develop mutual understanding between scientists representing different disciplines as well stakeholders from very diverse backgrounds, spanning policy, science, business and local practice, and forge these diverse experiences and perspectives into a common conceptual model or family of models. In cases where in-depth knowledge about relationships between systems elements is available, quantitative models can be built to explore the possible future scenarios in a more rigorous way.

The conceptual framework described in this report has been developed to describe the critical dimensions of water scenarios and relationships between them. It is used both by the scientists in project group and stakeholders engaged to support scenario development. It fosters common understanding and clarity of goals.

The framework is evolving together with new understanding and updated targets. It is stored digitally in a form that is open to expansion and modification.
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